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  The making of a hand-knotted 
rugs is a centuries-old process. It 

is meticulous, time consuming and 
requires highly skilled artisans at every 
stage. It takes anywhere from 12 to 16 
weeks to wash and dye wool, weave 

the carpet and finish it for an average 
9’W x 12’L rug. When the highest 

quality wool, rich in lanolin, is chosen 
and truly skilled artisans perform the 
hand work developed by generations 

before them the resulting hand-
knotted rugs can be ready to bring 

beauty and luxury to any room. 

The following pages describe in some 
detail the individual steps involved in 

creating such beautiful products.

Sincerely, 

Beth Arrowood
CEO & Creative Director



RUG VOCABULARY
 get to know our terms...

CHINESE SILK 
This luxurious fiber absorbs the dyes very 
well and produces rich, saturated colors 
with a translucent luster and unmatched 
brilliance.  Silk is extremely high in tensile 
strength and the yarns are much thinner and 
finer than that of wool thus requiring more 
silk to produce a square foot than wool. 

BANGALORE SILK
Only available in India and from the 
region of Bangalore, this hand carded 
and pot dyed silk creates a very antique, 
striated appearance.  Usually used for our 
Persian knot rugs, the result is a very soft 
velvet like texture.

TENCEL 
Another alternative to Silk, Tencel, a natural 
cellulose fiber, offers a variety of features 
and benefits. Tencel’s excellent quality allows 
for rich color saturation and durability while 
maintaining a soft texture.

PET
The most widely recycled plastic. PET 
bottles and containers are commonly melted 
down and spun into fibers for fiberfill or 
rugs. Perfect for both outdoor and indoor 
use, the product’s fibers are naturally 
stain-resistant and do not require chemical 
treatments used on most nylon rugs. An 
important feature is it’s ability to retain color 
and resist  fading from exposure to the sun.

HIMALAYAN WOOL
Very fine wool from the Himalayan 
Mountain range. Due to the high 
altitudes and colder climate, the wool 
has a very high lanolin content making 
it very cleanable. A Himalayan wool 
rug will appear to gain sheen with age 
if properly cared for and has a natural, 
very slight variance in color when dyed. 
Himalayan wool is used on all of NIBA’s 
Tibetan knot rugs.

NEW ZEALAND WOOL
The most consistent and least natural 
looking of all of the wools. Recommended to 
use if you want strong primary colors and a 
solid, more saturated look. 

MONGOLIAN WOOL  
Mongolian wool is an exceptionally rare 
wool that is only available with one factory 
in India. The undercoat of the sheep is 
sheared only once per year producing very 
long, shiny straight hair. A special technique 
has been developed to weave this wool to 
produce a very flexible rug that has a rich 
sheen which is often mistaken for silk. This is 
truly a one of a kind fiber- for the client who 
wants something that nobody else has!

NEPALESE HEMP
Comes from the cannabis sativa plant and 
is grown in the foothills of the Himalayan 
mountains in Nepal.  Hemp is strong and 
holds its shape, stretching less than any 
other fibers. It will naturally soften over time. 
Hemp does not wear out, rather it “wears 
in”. Its natural color and texture ranges from 
very dark brown/black to greys, tans and 
golds. 10-15% variance on dye consistency. 

INDIAN HEMP  
(Often referred to as jute as they are 
interchangeable) has a more brilliant sheen 
and softer hand than that of the Nepalese 
plant.  Additionally the natural tones of the 
fibers are more dark brown than golden.

ALLO 
(Only available in Nepal) Grows wild 
in high altitudes of the Himalayan 
Mountains in Nepal, in ranges of 7000 
feet or higher. Allo comes from the stalk 
of the giant Himalayan nettle plant, which 
grow to the height of 10 feet. Allo is very 
durable and usable outdoors. It is used to 
make rope, and fishing nets for hundreds 
of years due to its strength and resiliency 
outdoors.  It is naturally mildew resistant 
and ideal for hot and humid areas. Allo 
is also softer than hemp and can be 
bleached into a bright powder white.

LINEN
Is the strongest and finest of the vegetable 
fibers with 2 to 3 times the strength of 
cotton. Linen fibers have a high natural 
luster; their natural color ranges between 
shades of ivory, ecru, tan and grey. The 
longer and softer strands create the look 
of the perfect cross breed of hemp and 
silk. Due to its high strength, linen does not 
stretch when pulled and therefore is not 
recommended for high traffic or contract 
use due to its inability to “bounce back” as 
quickly as other fibers. 

ALPACA SILK SHAG
Hand Tufted and Made in Peru the Alpaca 
Silk Shag rugs come in two different 
densities; 25mm and 35mm. Very plush and 
incredibly soft, the Alpaca Silk shags are a 
luxurious and durable blend. Tweed up to 4 
colors or choose one solid color.

ABRASH
Is a term used to describe color variations 
found in select hand knotted rugs.  Although 
such inconsistencies may be perceived 
as ‘flaws’ in coloration, abrash is actually 
a much more intimate and complex 
characteristic.  The abrash finish is often a 
result of  the spinning process, when some 
areas may become more tightly twisted than 
others.  This can affect the rate of absorption 
and intensity of color when the material is 
dyed, rendering variations as well.    

SOUMAK
Soumak weaving technique is achieved by 
continuously wrapping  around the warp loops 
in the same colored design area. While being 
wrapped around the warps in the same area, 
threads may also be wrapped in other design 
areas by reversing or going up the sides. The 
overall effect of soumac is “a braided look”.

TIBETAN KNOT
Is an ancient hand weaving technique where 
the yarn is looped  around two warp threads 
and a metal rod, anchoring the yarn to the 
underlying cotton foundation. The yarn 
is looped across the full length of the rod 
and intermittently cut when colored yarn 
must be changed.  When the looped row is 
complete, the weaver either cuts the loops 
across the rod by hand with a sharp knife 
to create the cut pile, or leaves the looping 
pile intact. The thickness of the rug can be 
manipulated by the thickness of the rod.

PERSIAN KNOT
This ancient hand knotted technique is done 
by looping the weft yarns around one warp 
thread and cut knot by knot. Advantages of 
the Persian knot include a very tight, dense 
and thin rug. Ideal for stair runners and near 
doorways where low clearance is needed. 
Also you can achieve much finer and more 
detailed patterns in a Persian knot over a 
Tibetan knot.

TURKISH KNOT 
To make a Turkish knot, the yarn is passed 
between two adjacent warps, brought back 
under one, wrapped around both forming a 
collar, then pulled through the center so that 
both ends emerge between the warps.

HAND LOOMED 
A handloom is a simple apparatus used 
for fast weaving. The warp threads pass 
alternately through a heddle, (The typical 
heddle is made of cord or wire, and is 
suspended on a shaft of a loom) and 
through a space between the heddles (the 
shed), so that raising the shaft raises half 
the threads, and lowering the shaft lowers 
the same threads—the threads passing 
through the spaces between the heddles 
remain in place. 

HAND TUFTED 
A hand tufted rug is made by punching 
strands of wool into a canvas which is 
stretched on a frame. This is accomplished 
with the help of a hand operated tool. This 
process is not very time intensive, and does 
not require the same level of skill that hand-
knotting does.
After piling with wool, the rug is removed 
from the frame and a scrim fabric is glued 
to the back, while a fringe is added by either 
sewing on, or gluing.

FLAT WEAVE RUGS
Are rugs that are woven on a loom, rather 
than knotted. Some well known examples 
of rugs made in this style include dhurries, 
kilims, soumaks, needlepoint, paddle 
weaves and tapestry rugs. Because these 
rugs are woven rather than knotted, they 
do not have a tufted pile. They tend to be 
much thinner than knotted rugs, making 
them generally less insulating. However, the 
thinness of the rug can be an advantage, as 
it makes it highly versatile; flat weave rugs 
have been used for thousands of years as 
flooring, wall hangings, saddle pads, and 
prayer rugs, and many cultures continue to 
utilize them for this purpose.



Wool

MONGOLIAN WOOL
Mongolian wool is an 

exceptionally rare wool that is 
only available with one factory 
in India. The sheep is sheared 
only once per year producing 
very long, shiny straight hair. 
A special technique has been 
developed to weave this wool 
to produce a very flexible rug 
that has a rich sheen and is 
often mistaken for silk. This 

is truly a one of a kind fiber- 
for the client who wants 

something that nobody else 
has!

NEW ZEALAND WOOL
The most consistent and least 

textured wool available. Since it 
is machine carded and spun the 
result is a mor eperfect looking 
and consistently looking wool. 

Recommended to use if you want 
strong primary colors and a solid, 
more saturated look. New Zealand 
wool is the whitest wool available. 
It also has the longest fiber length 

and is therefore ideal for hand-tufed 
rugs as the yarn is long enought to 
be threaded through the electric 

tufting tools.

I  SOLID SLOW WEAVE, GOBI SLOW WEAVE, GOBI THREADBARE  I

I ASNI VALLEY, ROLLING WEAVE  I



HIMALAYAN WOOL
Very fine wool from the 

Himalayan Mountain range. 
Due to the high altitudes and 
colder climate, the wool has 
a very high lanolin content 
making it very cleanable. 
A Himalayan wool rug will 

appear to gain sheen with age 
if properly cared for and has a 
natural, very slight variance in 
color when dyed. Himalayan 
wool is used in all of NIBA’s 

Tibetan knot rugs.

I  WAVE, PIANO KEYBOARD  I

INDIAN WOOL
Indian Wool has a very tex-
tured appearance but mini-
mal length. Combinig Indian 
wool with New Zealand wool 
for length provides the per-
fect combination to give the 
textured look mixed with the 
elasticity and length of New 

Zealand wool.
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ALPACA WOOL
Hand Tufted and made in Peru, 
the Alpaca Silk shag rug comes 
in two different densities; 25mm 
and 35mm. Very plush and in-
credibly soft, the Alpaca Silk 

shags are luxurious and durable 
blend. Tweed up to 4 colors or 
choose one solid color. We also 
offer a beautiful Alpaca Boucle 
in thinner construction and in-
cluding a hand-bound Alpaca 

border.
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GOAT MOHAIR
NIBA also offers a Mohair from 
the goats. This soft and shiny 
fiber is from the underbelly of 
the goat including neck and 

tummy. 

I  MOHAIR SOLID  I



Shiny Fibers

BANGALORE SILK
Only available in India and from 

the region of Bangalore, this 
hand carded and pot dyed silk 
creates a very antique, striated 
appearance. Usually used for 

our Persian knot rugs, the 
result is a very soft velvet like 

texture.

CHINESE SILK
This luxurious fiber absorbs 

the dyes very well and 
produces rich saturated colors 
with a translucent luster and 

unmatched brilliance. Silk 
is extremely high in tensile 
strength and the yarns are 

much thinner and finer than 
that of wool thus requiring 

more silk to produce a square 
foot than wool.

I SOLID  I

I SOLID  I
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TENCEL
Another alternative to Silk, 

Tencel, a natural cellulose fiber, 
offers a variety of features and 

benefits. Tencel’s excellent 
quality allows for rich color 

saturation and durability while 
maintaining a soft texture.

Pet

 PET
The most widely recycled plastic. 
PET bottles and containers are 
commonly melted down and 
spun into fibers for fiberfill or 
rugs. Perfect for both outdoor 
and indoor use, the product’s 

fibers are naturally stain-resistant 
and do not require chemical 

treatments used on most nylon 
rugs. An important feature is it’s 
ability to retain color and resist  

fading from exposure to the sun.

I  BERING, STRAW, CUSTOM PENDANT, HIRA  I
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Plant Fibers

NEPALESE HEMP
Comes from the cannabis 

sativa plant and is grown in 
the foothills of the Himalayan 

mountains in Nepal. Hemp 
is stong and holds its shape, 

stretching less than any other 
fibers. It will naturally soften 
over time. Hemp does not 

wear out, rather it “wears in” 
. It’s natural color and texture 
ranges from very dark brown/
black to greys, tans and golds. 

10 - 15% varience on dye 
consistency.
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I  DIAMOND HEMP  I

I  JUTE SOLID  I

INDIAN HEMP/JUTE
(Often referred to as jute as 

they are interchangeable) has a 
more brilliant sheen and softer 
hand than that of the Nepalese 
plant. Additionally, the natural 
tones of the fibers are more 

dark brown than golden.

I  DASH,OMBRE STRIPE, SHADOW STRIPE  I

LINEN
Is the strongest and finest of the vegetable fibers with 
2 to 3 times the strength of cotton. Linen fibers have a 
high natural luster; their natural color ranges between 

shades of ivory, ecru, tan and grey. The longer and 
softer strands create the look of the perfect cross 

breed of hemp and silk. Due to it’s high strength, linen 
does not stretch when pulled and therefore is not 

recommended for high traffic or contract use due to 
it’s inability to “bounce back” as quickly as other fibers.   

ALLO
Only available in Nepal. Allo

grows wild in high altitudes of the 
Himalayan Mountains in Nepal, in ranges 
of 7000 feet or higher. Allo comes from 
the stalk of the giant Himalayan nettle 
plant, which grows to the height of 10 
feet. Allo is very durable and usable 
outdoors. It has been used to make 

rope, and fishing nets for hundreds of 
years due to its strength and resiliency 

outdoors.  It is naturally mildew resistant 
and ideal for hot and humid areas. Allo 

is also softer than hemp and can be 
bleached into a bright powder white.

I  FOREVER DIAMONDS, LINKS  I



All about Tweed
The definition of “tweed” in the vocabulary of rugs is different than  

that of fabrics. The term tweed is used to describe the pixilated look achieved  
by combing different colors and or fibers. Tweeding is achieved by twisting the various 
plys of the yarn in different colors and or fibers before weaving the rug. The result is a 

consistent overall sprinkled effect. Some of the reasons for tweeding are:

A tweed can be 
used to cut down 
the % of silk used 

by tweeding it with 
wool of the same 

color. This lessens the 
overall intensity of 
the sheen and cuts 

down on track marks 
associated with 100% 

silk rugs. It also 
reduces the price per 

square foot.

1.

Tweeding of several 
closely related colors 

can help mimic the 
look of a more abrash 
or textured fiber such 

as hemp or allo for 
clients who like the 
look but not like the 
feel of those fibers.

A tweed of several 
colors can create a 
more textured “salt  
and pepper” effect  

on a plain rug instead 
of just a solid.

Tweeding can be  
more “forgiving” in 

high traffic areas where 
soiling is more likely.

2. 3. 4.

I  TANSU, BLADES OF GRASS, LUMINOUS  I

Abrash

Blend

I  SILK & WOOL BLEND  I

ABRASH
Is a term used to describe color 
variations found in select hand 
knotted rugs.  Although such 

inconsistencies may be perceived 
as ‘flaws’ in coloration, abrash is 
actually a much more intimate 

and complex characteristic.  The 
abrash finish is often a result 

of  the spinning process, when 
some areas may become more 

tightly twisted than others.  This 
can affect the rate of absorption 

and intensity of color when 
the material is dyed, rendering 

variations as well. 

I BEAUJOLAIS  , SOLID, VILLA VICOSA  I

BLEND
A blend is a combination of two 

fibers that are evenly mixed prior 
to spinning the yarn. Giving it an 
overall subtlety and understated 

sophistication. It is also less 
directional than solid silks, or 

other shiny fibers and does not 
leave foot printing. Lastly, when 
mixed with wool the additional 

lanolin which is an oil exuded by 
the sheep is self cleaning and will 
make the rugs easier to maintain.



Soumak SOUMAK
Soumak weaving technique is 

achieved by continuously wrapping  
around the warp loops in the same 
colored design area. While being 
wrapped around the warps in the 
same area, threads may also be 

wrapped in other design areas by 
reversing or going up the sides. 

The overall effect of soumac is “a 
braided look”.

I  SOUMAK SOLID  I

Flatweave

I  INSIDE OUT  I

I  TABOURET  I
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FLATWEAVE
Are rugs that are woven on a loom, rather 
than knotted. Some well known examples 
of rugs made in this style include dhurries, 

kilims, soumaks, needlepoint, paddle 
weaves and tapestry rugs. Because these 
rugs are woven rather than knotted, they 
do not have a tufted pile. They tend to be 
much thinner than knotted rugs, making 

them generally less insulating. However, the 
thinness of the rug can be an advantage, as 
it makes it highly versatile; flat weave rugs 
have been used for thousands of years as 
flooring, wall hangings, saddle pads, and 

prayer rugs, and many cultures continue to 
utilize them for this purpose. NIBA highly 

recomends flatweaves for high traffic areas,  
stair runners and for more casual rooms 

and living, such as beach houses and 
secondaary homes. Additionally, NIBA has 
the ability to take any design and create in 

a flatweave construction.



Tibetan Knot

TIBETAN KNOT
Is an ancient hand weaving 
technique where the yarn is 

looped  around two warp threads 
and a metal rod, anchoring the 
yarn to the underlying cotton 
foundation. The yarn is looped 
across the full length of the rod 

and intermittently cut when 
colored yarn must be changed.  

When the looped row is complete, 
the weaver either cuts the loops 

across the rod by hand with a 
sharp knife to create the cut pile, 
or leaves the looping pile intact. 
The thickness of the rug can be 
manipulated by the thickness of 

the rod.

Persian Knot

PERSIAN KNOT
This ancient hand knotted 

technique is done by looping 
the weft yarns around one warp 

thread and cut knot by knot. 
Advantages of the Persian knot 
include a very tight, dense and 
thin rug. Ideal for stair runners 
and near doorways where low 
clearance is needed. Also you 

can achieve much finer and more 
detailed patterns in a Persian 

knot over a Tibetan knot.
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Hand Tufted

HAND-TUFTED
A hand tufted rug is made by 
punching strands of wool into 
a canvas which is stretched on 
a frame. This is accomplished 

with the help of a hand operated 
tool. This process is not very time 

intensive, and does not require 
the same level of skill that hand-

knotting does.
After piling with wool, the rug is 
removed from the frame and a 

scrim fabric is glued to the back, 
while a fringe is added by either 

sewing on, or gluing.

Hand Loomed

HAND-LOOMED
A handloom is a simple 
apparatus used for fast 

weaving. The warp threads 
pass alternately through a 

heddle, (The typical heddle is 
made of cord or wire, and is 

suspended on a shaft of a loom) 
and through a space between 
the heddles (the shed), so that 
raising the shaft raises half the 
threads, and lowering the shaft 
lowers the same threads—the 
threads passing through the 
spaces between the heddles 

remain in place. I  H
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I  TULA ZAG,HL SOLID, CUBE WEAVE, ECHO, PUEBLO PRINT  I



Value Engineering

DESIGN: PALO DURO 9 ‘W X 12’L

NIBA prides itself on partnering with interior designers to utilize our beautiful designs 
in their projects at the price that the client is willing to pay. In the followinbg excercite 

below you can clearly see how a pattern will change from construction type and quality. 
Choose any design that you are interested in, and our team will be happy to make any 

recomendations based on design budget and lead time. 

I TENCEL, HEMP, WOOL, SOUMAK FW 90 I I TENCEL, HEMP, WOOL, HANDTUFTED PRM I

I SILK & WOOL, PERSIAN 9/9 PRM I I SILK, WOOL & HEMP, PERSIAN 9/9 STD I I SILK, WOOL & HEMP, 100 KNOT PRM I

I SILK, WOOL & HEMP, 100 KNOT STD I I SILK, WOOL & HEMP, 80 KNOT STD I SILK, WOOL & HEMP, 60 KNOT STD I



DESIGN: WOOL SOUMAK DESIGN: HEMP SOUMAK

I WOOL SOLID, SOUMAK 25 I I HEMP SOLID, SOUMAK 25 I

I HEMP SOLID, SOUMAK 60 I

I WOOL SOLID, SOUMAK 60 I I HEMP SOLID, SOUMAK 30 I

I WOOL SOLID, SOUMAK 100 I I HEMP SOLID, SOUMAK 90 I



DESIGN: TONGUE & GROOVE

I TONGE & GROOVE, PERSIAN 7/7 I

I TONGE & GROOVE, PERSIAN 11/11 I

I TONGE & GROOVE, PERSIAN 9/9 I

I TONGE & GROOVE, 100 KNOT I
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